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ABSTRACT 

A short survey of experimental activity on small Prague 
tokamak CASTOR is yiven. This activity concerns first of all 
the LH current drive using multijunction waveguide grills as 
launching апд.зппае. During two last years the effort was 
concentrated on the investigation of the electrostatic and 
magnetic fluctuations under conditions of comgined inductive/ 
/LHCD regimes and linking of those fluctuations level with 
the anomalous particles transport in tokamak CASTOR. These 
results are discussed in more detail. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Tokamak CASTOR |l| is a small tokamak with following 
parameters: R=0.4m, a=0.085m, I OOkA, Вт< 2Т, f< 50ms. It has 
six diagnostic sections, every with three ports (from top, 
down and horizontal outer side). Two sections with great 
horizontal ports 80x200 mm nake possible to use waveguide 
grills as LH wave launcher. A top view of the tokamak CASTOR 
is given in Fig. 1 together with the most important diagnostic 
tools. 

The main object of experimental study on the CASTOR is 
concentrated on the RF wave-plasma interaction in lower hybrid 
region (f = l.25GHz, PRF< 40 kW). The description 
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of the RF experi
ments, main diagno
stics used and some 
results concerning 
RF current drive 
are given in Secion 
2. Section 3 brings 
methodics and the 
main results obtai
ned at the measure
ments of plasma 
electrostatic and 
magnetic fluctua
tions, especially 
their suppression 
during the combined 
OH/LHCD regimes in 
CASTOR. 

Fig. 1. Toroidal geometry of the tokamak CASTOR with sche-
matical set-up of RF experiments and the most 
important diagnostic tools. 

Finally, in Section 4 the conclusions are given. 

2. STUDY OF LOWER HYBRID CURRENT DRIVE 
For the LH experiments on CASTOR tokamak simple multi-

junction waveguide grills |2, 3| with seven (cross-section 
5x160mm), four (10x160mm) and three (14x160mm) waveguides 
were developed and used. The cross-section view of the 
tokamak plasma and 4-wsveguide multijunction grill is shown 
in Fig. 2. The orientation of all grills is such that the 
radiated power propagates predominantly in the direction of 
the electron drift velocity due to the inductive voltage. 
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Fig. 2. Cross-section view of the tokamak plasma and 

4-waveguide multijunction grill. 

The four- and seven-grills have the phase shift between 

adjacent waveguides 120°. the 3-grill has shift 90°. Spe

ctral power densities of the waves irradiated by these 

grills, enumerated in )4| for plasma density in the grill 
18 -3 20 ^ 

mouth n =3x10 m with a radial gradient Vn =10 m , e e 
are given in Fig. 3. It is possible to see that the maxima 

of these irradiated spectra extend from shortwavelength 

(N > 10) to the longwavelength (N<2) region. The power 

transmitted through parasitic branches of the spectra 

(N <0) is in all three cases lower as 20 \ and total power 
reflection coefficient does not exceed 30 %. 

We must note, however, that such picture is true only 

for plasma parameters given above. Namely, if the plasma 

density in the grill mouth is lowered, the situation is 

changing drastically. As we have shown in |4|, the value 

of this density has much stronger effect on the multifunc

tion grill efficiency than it is in the case of conventio

nal grill. While the conventional grill tends, to conserve 

the form of irradiated power spectrum regardless of the 
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Fig. 3. Spectral power densities of the 3-, 4- and 

7-waveguide multijunction grills. 

decreasing density (the only response is an increasing 

reflection coefficient), the spectrum of multijunction 

grill varies strongly in this case, without significant 

increase of total reflected power. Due to this fact of 

selfadaption, the multijunction grill radiates RF power 

effectively even at low plasma densities, but in xhe spec

trum the waves with N ufl are preferred (actually vacuum 

wave irradiated by open waveguide). Moreover, some of 

subsidiary waveguides of multijunction grill may be 

severely overloaded in this case. Note, that peripheral 

density can be easily influenced by changing of the plasma 

position or by non-linear effects due to the RF wave itself 

|5|. This drawback of multijunction grill is compensated, 

however, by its extreme simplicity making possible to 

assemble high power antenna systems with many hundreds of 

waveguides needed for the LHW application on the great 

tokamaks. 

Due to the electrotechnical parameters of tokamak 

circuits the occurrence of the RF current in combined 
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OH/LHCO regimes is manifested predominantly by drop of vol
tage U. on the plasma loop |б| and the increase of total 
plasma current is not significant. Both these fundamental 
quantities are measured by standard electrotechnical 
methods. Another important diaqnostic tools see Fig. 1. 
Plasma density is measured in one cross-section by 4mm in
terferometer, SXR by a proportional Sili detector (HPA) or 
SBD, HXR using Nal scintillators. A microwave diode for the 
band of 8mm was used as the ECE level registration. Using 
a He-cooled InSb detector with a fast-scanning Fourier 
spectrometer \t was possible to estimate the energy and 
number of electrons accelerated by wave |7|. Movable Lang-
muir probes enabled us to carry out the density and tempera
ture profiles measurements. It was possible to use these 
probes in some special regimes of experiment with purely 
LHW sustained plasma (see Sec. 2.1 below) all over the 
r-ta/2 without substantial plasma disturbance and probes 
damage. The density profiles, approximately in the same 
range of radius, but for or OH/LHCO regimes was measured 
using the Li thermal beam |8|. The local heat flux at the 
plasma edge, integrated over the whole tokamak pulse, was 
measured by a movable thermocouple probe. 

Using the multifunction grill antennae described above 
three types of experiments were carried out. We mention them 
below more in detail. 

2.1 Combined OH/LHCO Regimes 
These experiments represent the main physical investi

gation on the CASTOR tokamak. A short RF pulse (t<5ms«3CtJ)H) 
is applied to the ohmically heated plasma during the quasi-
stationary phase of tokamak discharge |9|. Typical temporal 
evolution of the plasma current, loop voltage, plasma den
sity, H^ -line intensity, HXR intensity, ECE, CV and CIII 
carbon optical line intensities and excentricity factor 
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A=/3p*li/2 without (full lines) and with (dotted lines) RF 
power PRp=40kW launched by the 4-waveguide grill are depic
ted in Fig. 4. The value of the RF driven current IDC = I 
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evaluated from the 
loop voltage drop U, in discharge 
with Ip=10kA, is given for the 
same PRF=40kW in Fig. 5 in de
pendence on the average plasna 
density n" together with the 
rate of current increase. Fig. 6 
shows an dependence of IRp on 
the injected power for ň* = 
= 6xl018ro"3 and Ip=10kA. 

Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of 
the plasma parameters 
without (full lines) 
and with (dotted lines) 
application of RF power 
PRP=40kW using the 
4-waveguide grill. 
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I [Ml] 

The main results of these experiments may be summarized 
as follows: 
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„ Fig. 5. Dependence of the 
RF driven current 
IRc and current 
increase rate 
*IHF/-At for PRF = 
= 40 kw on the 
plasma average den
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the 
RF current on the 
injected powei for 
ň"e=6xl018m"3 and 
Ip = ЮкА. 
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(1) taking into account both the power reflections and the 
launcher directivity, the RF-driven current is generated 
with a maximum efficiency 0.5-lA/W; the maximum value of RF 
current IRF3ul0kA corresponds well to the theoretical esti
mation [101 for our parameters; 

IftF = 0.1x5xTe[keV]xPRF[kWj/(R[mJxne[l013cm"3]) 
(5=2-10 in dependence on the antenna power spectrum); 
(2) occurrence of this current is manifested predominantly by 
drops in the loop voltage, an increase of ECE, suppression 
of HXR and by increase of As/2p+l/2 |ll|; 
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(3) the maximum measured initial rise of the RF current 
achieved value of Aloc/at 2«2xl0 A/s and initial rate of rise -3 -1 Л the value Л=1.бх10 s ; it corresponds to about 20 % of 
the RF power absorption during this phase; 
(4) during 0K/LHCÓ regimes is the amplitude of non-thermal 
ECE proportional to the RF current; fast electrons with 

energy about 60keV and total numbers?7x10 were deduced 

from the ECE spectra |7|; a significant role of these elec

trons, e.g. in the local heat Q deposited on the thermocouple 

probe, see in Fig. 7, where radial profiles of Q are given 

for pure OH and for 0H/LKC0 discharge with pRp=15 and 30kW; 

О ia av 
12CO 

I COO 

200 

CO fl» ~0 72 74 76 7» 60 É2 U Í6 £5 «0 «2 ?» 

radius in mm 

Fig. 7. Comparison od ra

dial dependences 

of heat Q deposi

ted on the thermo

couple probe in OH 

and combined OH/ 

/LHCD discharges; 

T0H=40ms, RF pul

se with fpF=5ms 

was applied in the 

stationary OH 

phase (between 

15-20ms). 

(5) with exception of the very low densities the current 

efficiency iс inversely proportional to the plasma average 
density; the density limit for the current drive under our 

19 -3 experimental conditions seems to be c: 10 m ; 
(6) following optical measurements, a certain plasma cooling 
takes place in the RF current-drive regime due to the OH 
power decrease; 
(7) simultaneous analysis of \\л -line intensity and electron 
density time evolution suggests an substantial improvement 
of particle confinement time in combined OH/LHCD regimes; 
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this conclusion is supported by measurements of electron 

density gradient in OH and OH/LHCD regimes using a thermal 

Li beam, see Fig. B, where some steepening of density 

profile with RF is documented; 

Fig. 8. Comparison of edge 

electron density 

profiles in the 

OH and combined 

OH/LHCD discharges. 

60 ^0 80 90 
r [mm] 

(8) dependence of the RF current on the injected pjwer seems 

to have a linear character for our accessible power. 

2.2 LHCD Operation with OH Start 

In these experiments the tokamak plasma was built by a 

standard OH scenario as described in the previous paragraph. 

However, in the moment when full plasma ionization was 

reached the primary coil of transformer was short-circuited 

and the plasma decay began. At some moment after the 

short-circuiting a long RF pulse was applied, see Fig. 9. 

After some transition period only a RF-driven current-susta

ined plasma during the whole RF period existed under assum

ption that the startina density was still sufficiently high 

(n U£ 2x10 m ). In opposite case the plasma decay conti-

nued due to the bad power coupling without any RF effect 

\9\. The parameters of the RF current-sustained plasma 

differed substantially from those in the OH inductive regi

me. Cooling of the main plasma body and flattening of its 

density distribution were the most important changes. The 

latter is demonstrated in Fig. 10, wh?re the time dependence 

and radial distribution of the ion saturated current measu-
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red by a movable Langmuir probe is given for three characte
ristic time: t,-0H plasma, t2~decaying plasma just before 
the onset the RF current drive, t,-stationary RF current-
-subtained plasma. 
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Fig. 9. Temporal evoluti
on of plasma cur
rent, loop volta
ge and average 
electron density 
of the RF-driven 
current-sustained 
plasma. 
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Fig. 10. a) Time dependence 
of the ion saturated 
current on the Lang
muir probe located 
at radial position 
50т.т and 85mm. 
b) Radial distribu
tion of the ion sa
turated current in 
the OH and in the 
stationary RF cur
rent-sustained plas
ma. 
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Results of these experiments may be summarized as 
follows: 
(1) by short-circuiting of the transformer primary coil, a 
quasistationary RF-diiven current-sustained, low temperature 
plasma with a zero or slightly negative voltage was produ
ced for the whole RF injection period (̂  25ms); 
(2) line-average density of this plasma tends to be constant 

-• 18—3 in time and equals n ~2xl0 m for RF power RRf: = 40kW; 
(3) according to the probe measurements the radial distri
bution of density in such purely LHCD plasma is very flat; 
it is quite reasonable to suppose that profile of current 
density is very flat also - a certain current distribution 
flattening in the case of LHCD is predicted by theory |12| 
and moreover it has been already observed directly, e.g. in 
tokamak ASDEX |13| (note, however, that this must not be 
on the contrary case of density profile, see e.g. Fig. 8); 
(4) RF current drive regime is characterized by an enhanced 
level of integral ECE, what indicates the existence of a 
group of current carrying electrons produced by LH wave; 
this assumption was fully confirmed by analysis of ECE 
spectra obtained with fast-scanning Fourier spectrometer and 
InSb detectors working in the spectral range 30-300GHz |7|. 

2.3 Purely Non-inductive RF operation 

The multifunction grill has the fix phase shift between 
subsidiary waveguides given by construction. This fact makes 
impossible to use such grill for the simple RF gas breakdown 
and following plasma generation in LH frequency region. As 
the tokamak CASTOR is not equipped by ECE generator we tried 
to use another very simple scenario for the purely non-in
ductive RF operation. Neměly, the RF power was applied si
multaneously with the startup of the toroidal magnetic 
field B, |14|. When the B-r increased from zero, the zone of 
ECR (BTai0.05T for f=1.25GHz) arose at the inner side of 
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the vacuum chamber at time t£i 0.5ms and ECR plasma with 

density n o~ 2x10 m~ and T =10-40eV was created. Due to 
с 6 

the mechanism of waves transformation |15| this plasma 
persisted during the whole RF pulse, in spite of the fact 
that no ECR zone existed more in the pl«.sma. Moreover, the 
toroidal current generated by RF wave was also observed. 
However, the current drive efficiency was very low (Ip a 
few hundreds of A only) and due to poor confinement (no 
feed-back stabilization was used in this case) the plasma 
density and current continuously decreased during the RF 
pulse. Nevertheless, plasma could be sustained for the 
period up to 50ms (halfperiode of CASTOR toroidal magnetic 
field was only 60ms). 

3. ELECTROSTATIC AND MAGNETIC FLUCTUATIONS DURING THE 
COMBINED INDUCTIVE/LOWER HYBRID CURRENT DRIVE ON CASTOR 
TOKAMAK 

In present-day tokamaks, the experimentally determined 
electron confinement time TV is roughly two orders of mag
nitude lower than the neoclassical predictions. Generally, 
this anomalous transport has been atributed to microscopic 
plasma turbulence. A very large amount of theoretical and ex 
perimental work was devoted in the last 15 years to understa
nding the cause of the turbulence and its effect on the 
energy and particle transport. However, besides the impor
tant progresses obtained in this field, there are a lot of 
fundamental open questions which have to be answered in the 
future. 

A review of turbulence and anomalous transport /16/ 
identified both magnetic and electrostatic turbulences as 
candidates for inducing anomalous transport, but also con
cluded that their relative importance is unknown up to now. 
However, the close correlation between the edge particle 
transport and electrostatic turbulence in OH regimes has 
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been observed on number of tokamaks /17-23/ as well as the 

correlation between anomalous energy losses and magnetic 

fluctuation level /24, 25/ (especially in additionally NBI 

and ICR heated plasmas). Generally may be said that a sys

tematic increase of magnetic activity with decreasing energy 

confinement time ^ is observed during the additional hea

ting and thus a possible link between the energy confinement 

and magnetic fluctuation level is inferred. 

A certain particle and energy confinement improvement 

during the combined OH-LHCD regimes was observed under some 

experimental conditions (application of moderate RF power 

PRc-:£ PQH) in some tokamaks /28-33/. This effect was observed 

also on the CASTOR tokamak. It was the reason for experimen

tal investigation of electrostatic /34-36/ and magnetic /37/ 

fluctuations in the combined OH/LHCD regimes on this tokamak 

in a few last years. The geometry of experiment and diagnos

tics enabling us to make these measurements with poloidal 

resolution are given.in Fig. 11. 

3.1 Edge Electrostatic Turbulence and Cross Field Induced 

Particle Transport 

It was concluded by analysis made in /38/ for OH plasma 

in tokamak CASTOR that two main driving sources for the 

observed anomalous particle transport are present: 

1) most part of the plasma cross-section (including the 

center) is affected by the dissipative drift instability 

driven by the density gradient relaxation; 

2) at the border of the plasma the presence of an equili

brium radial electric field (observed in experiments) impo-

sses a different type of instability driven by the relaxa

tion of the vorticity gradient. 

This conclusion follows from a numerical estimations of 

various parameters related to growth rate and fluctuations 

level starting from the experimental data on turbulence. The 
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Fig. 11. The geometry 

of experiment 

and spacing of 

diagnostic 

tools for 

fluctuation 

measurements. 

estimation of the relative level of the fluctuations excited 

by these microinstabilities in the CASTOR plasma gives in 

the center region value ~ 3% and in the outer region value 

s40%. This is in a very good agreement with experimental 

observations, see below Fig. 15. It was shown further from 

this fluctuation level and from the width of the observed 

frequency spectra, that above mentioned instabilities are 

deeply in the turbulent phase, in which the strong nonli-

nearity provides coupling in the wave number space, allo

wing thus the flow of energy. 

Experimental set up. 

The edge electrostatic turbulence on the tokamak CASTOR 

is investigated locally by a movable triple Langmuir probe 
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P., ?7, P, connected with a three-channel analog correlator 
/39/ allowing to monitor the root-mean-square (RMS') values 
of the electrostatic fluctuations (density n and poloidal 
electric field Ep) together with the time-average radial 
turbulent flux Г . The arrangement of the triple probe in 
the tokamak vessel is schematically shown in Fig. 12. The 
tips of the probe are spaced in the form of a triangle with 
distance d=5mm (the probe with d=2-5mm were tested with 
similar results). 
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Fig. 12. Schematical 
arrangement 
of correla
tion measu
rements of 
the plasma 
fluctuati
ons . 

The two tips spaced poloidally are on the floating 
potential U- and serve for the determination of space po
tential fluctuation it-

dUf, as for maxwellian hydrogen 
plasma Ufs:*f-3.T /e and the fluctuations of the electron 
temperature are assumed to be negligible at the plasma 
boundary, see /20/. The fluctuating part of the differential 
signal of these two floating probes -AUf is therefore pro
portional to the value of fluctuations of poloidal electric 
field Sip. However, it should be noted that only Ep-fluc-
tuations with poloidal wavenumber k<27f/d may be registe
red correctly. 
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The density fluctuations £n are deduced from the ion 

saturated durrent I on the third probe, biased at -150V 

with respect to the liner 

£n e = 2. <Sls/(Ap.cs.e), 

where Ap is the probe area, cs= \lT /m.' is ion sound veloci

ty, m. is mass of ions. 

The experimentally observed fluctuations of the poloi-

dal electric field Ep lead to fluctuation Sv of the par

ticle velocity v and particle radial position /16/. For 

low-frequency fluctuations (со « с о .) a radial velocity 
fluctuation &v , due to the existence of the cross-field + -» r' 
drift EpxBj, can be written: 

o"v*r = (5ГрхВ^)/(Вт)2. 
To express a time average radial particle flux <СЛ>= <n.v > = 
= (< n.Ep> VBj, it is necessary to measure a correlation 
between the radial velocity fluctuations and plasma density 
fluctuations: 

<СГ> = /l/BT/.</(^n> + Jn).«'Ep> +<fEp)> = 

= /1 /B T / . n̂>-<Ep> + / l /BT / .<<Tn.^Ep> =r*-/J . 

The f luctuat ion induced f lux Г- can be rewr i t ten , using a 
cross-correlat ion coeff ic ient с c

 a s 

nE, 
Pf - /1/вт/.спЕ.Я.Гр, 

where symbol " ~* " denotes the RMS values of quantities: 
~e = (2/Ap.cs.E).\|^( J l s ) ^ Ep = (l/d).|)<(ÍMyf/)2> . 

The polarity of с F determines the direction of the turbu
lent flux. Many tokamak experiments /17-23/ have shown that 
the turbulent flux at the plasma edge has mostly outwards 
direction and that P -=0.2-0.6, which indicates nearly com
plete de-correlation between density and electric field 
fluctuations. Nevertheless, even this value of C R E is suf-
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ficient to make the fluctuation-induced transport resposible 
for the anomalous particle losses in the tokamaks /17-23/, 
including CASTOR /34/. 

It should be noted that besides the fluctuating poloi-
dal field E„ a local quasistationary poloidal field Ep 
exists in tokamaks under some conditions. Such field, obser
ved e.g. in ЗЕТ during the ICRH /40/, in small tokamak TF-1 
/41/ and recently in CASTOR /42/ as well, produces quasista
tionary cross-field drift Г - <?n ̂  . <ÍEp> /By, which can 
form localized regions of enhanced DC-convection. 

In our experiment are the fluctuating signals processed 

by the three channel correlator /39/. All three channels of 

the correlator were absolutely calibrated and their frequen

cy characteristics were determined. Two channel operate in 

the autocorrelation mode and serve for monitoring of RMS-

values of density and poloidal electric field fluctuations 

n and Ep, the third channel operates in cross-correlation 

mode and monitors directly the fluctuation-induced particle 

flux P.. 

The fluctuations in the central region of tokamak 

CASTOR were investigated using a microwave scattering 

technique on the wavelengthA=2.6mm/43/. The geometry of 

this experiment see Fig. 13. The receiving antenna system 

consists of 5 cunical horns and two plane mirrors, enabling 

to detect the scattered radiation under angles 1?_ = 0,15,30,60 

and 90 . These angles correspond to scattering on the fluc

tuations with discrete wave number k_̂  in the plane perpendi

cular to the toroidal magnetic field к^=6,12,24 and 34cm~ . 
The frequency spectrum of the scattered radiation was analy
zed using a homodine interferometric scheme. The scheme was 
absolutely calibrated. From the geometry of experiment and 
the absolute value of scattered wave power the spectral 
power density of fluctuations S(k,<*J) was enumerated and by 
integration of this quantity over frequency and wave vector 
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Fig. 13. Geometry of the pro

bing and scattered 

beams in the small 

cross-section of 

tokamak CASTOR. 

space the absolute level of density fluctuations was obtain: 

)2> - /n/(2íY)V-//sC 
k,co).d3k.do> . 

к CO 

The movable construction of the receiving system makes us 
possible to measure radial profile of 4(6n) > . 
Experimental results 

Electrostatic fluctuations were studied on CASTOR in 
the pure inductive OH and in the combined inductive OH/LHCD 
regimes as well. The main experimental results can be 
summarized as follows: 
I. OH-regime 

The measurements of the edge cross-field induced par-
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tide flux in the OH tokaraak regime have shown that this 
flux can explain the particle flux detemined from the global 
particle balance. A noticeable quasistationary part of this 
flux is observed in some cases. However, this edge cross-
-field induced transport exhibits a high degree of poloidal 
asymmetry. Therefore, the interpretation of experimental 
results obtained at some single specific point in the plasma 
should be extrapolated for whole torus with a care. 

Fig. 14. Poloidal dependence of 
edge parameters for 
determination of the 
quasistationary flux. 

The asymmetry is demonstrated in Fig. 14, which presents a 
poloidal variation of the edge density, quasistationary 
poloidal electric field Ep and floating potential V.. It 
may be seen that while dependence of the edge density is 
approximately uniform, the Ep and V- exhibit a very 
expressed maximum and they even change the direction (the 
E p<0) corresponds to the inward direction of the quasista
tionary flux П ). Note that a similar asymmetry is obser
ved for the turbulent flux component Г. as well /8/. A po-
loidally averaged value of Ep = 500V/m seems to give an 20 2 outward flux of the order of 1x10 m /s, which is comparable 
with the measured turbulent flux and with the particle flux 
determined from the global particle balance. 

Some characteristic features of the electrostatic tur
bulence are documented in Figs. 15, 16, 17. 
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(1) Fig. 15 shows the radibl profile of density fluctuation 
level measured in the outer plasma region by Langmuir probe 
and in the central region by microwave scattering (k>6cm~ ) 
/43/. 
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Fig. 15. Experimental observed 
radial profile of den
sity fluctuation level 
measured by probes and 
by microwave scattering. 

no M 

Fig. 16. Frequency spectrum 
of edge density 
fluctuation in OH 
regime for three 
time moments t = l .7, 
3 and 6ms. 

(2) Fig. 16 gives a time evolution of frequency spectrum of 
the edge density fluctuations in discharge with decreasing 
line average density (see n(t) e.g. in Fig. 4), 

The absolute values of n/n at the plasma edge and in 
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the central part of the plasma column shown in Fig. 15 and 

the observed narrowing of the density fluctuation spectra 

with decreasing density correspond well with assumption 

that the density gradient relaxation is dominant in the 

most part of the plasma /38/. 

(3) Fig. 17 shows the radial profile of the floating poten

tial V- (a) and the profile of the poloidal electric field 

fluctuations (b) in the same shot series. From the figure 

follows that besides the poloidal component E„ of electric 

field the radial component E exists in the tokamak plasma 

as well /38, 42/. Due to this iield the cross-field flux has 

an additional (poloidal) component and the pattern of plasma 

flow at the tokamak boundary becomes more complicated form. 

It may be seen from the Fig. 17 that E component changes 

even its polarity somewhere- in the 

vicinity of the separatrix ("shear" 

layer). The change of polarity of 

the radial electric field in the 

near separatrix region was also de

duced from the change of direction 

of the poloidal rotation of electro* 

static fluctuations. Comparison of 

Figs.17a and 17b suggests also a 

link between the radial electric 

field and the level of Ep-fluctua-

(b) tions. The local minimum on radial 

profile of the E«-fluctuations in 

Fig. 17. Radial dependence of the 

floating potential V. and 

its fluctuation ^V.. 

(•) 

i (na) 
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Fig. 17c 
Fig. 15 
indicates : 
plasma ecrpo 
which pre. irv.: 
laxatior. •;•: t! e 

Radla: cle 
It is supposed 
of this г 
in the L-H i л ^ _ 

irumum of density fluctuations in 
.-. zero radial electric field. It 
iectrostatic fluctuations at the 

-riven by the radial electric field, 
•el free energy source through re

ci t. gradient /ЗБ/. 
field £ was measured e.g. in /41,44/. 

last time /45,46/ that just a change 

ic field value play an important vale 

in iokaraaks. 

B) Combined Z* •_:•: 
The sceziii 

LH wave iг -re :д 
of these fl_-ct„ = -:: 
time evolutions c: 

drive regime: 
cuserved during the injection of 
~гк is a considerable suppression 
?ig. 18a. Fig. 19 presents the 

asrsa parameters together with the 
turbulent characteristics 
n(a), Ep(a) and Г(а) 
measured by triple probe 
at the separatrix. The de
pendences are given for OH 
(dotted lines) and OH/LHCO 
(full lines) regimes and 
for two characteristic den
sities. At the lower density 

1 

р$ь$*0фС " 

Fig, 

(b) 

(rv 
iSW 

3 4 
/i,../ -I I 

18. a) Suppression of ion 
saturated current fluc
tuations and b) suppre
ssion of magnetic fluc
tuations at the RF pul
se application. 
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the RF current drive efficiency is high (Fig. 19a), at the 
higher density is practically zero (Fig. 19b). The OH decay 
of the line average density is stopped (or even changed by 
an increase of n ) at the moment of the RF-power application 
in the both cases. It manifests an improvement of the global 
particle confinement. It should be emphasized that both 
these effects are still well pronounced near the density li
mit of LHCD. It should be also noted that besides of the 
suppression of turbulent levels, a decrease of cross-corre
lation coefficient с р (see its definition in the previous 
paragraph) is observed. It indicates some decorrelation 
between the n- and E- fluctuations during the suppression. 

MEDIUM DENSITY 
tu,.?.»11»') 

М6Я DENSITY 

s 

< 

r 
* 

•9 

Fig. 19. Comparison of 
the plasma 
turbulent cha
racteristics 
in OH and in 
combined OH/ 
/LHCD regimes 
for medium (a) 
and high (b) 
densities. 
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Fig. 20. Frequency depen
dence of relative 
decrease of elec
trostatic fluctu
ations and fluc
tuation-induced 
particle trans
port during the 
RF application. 

Fig. 20 shows the frequency dependences of relative 
p p nil 

decrease of density fluctuations Л =n /n , electric field 
fluctuations iiE=EpF/EpH and turbulent flux^/> = f^F / p0H 

after the RF application. While the Ep-fluctuations and 
radial turbulent flux are suppressed in the broad frequency 
Eange by RF, only low frequency part of density fluctuations 
is affected (f^lOOkHz). It also manifests that the above 
mentioned decorre-ation between the n - and Ep-fluctuations 
takes place namely at higher frequences. 

The improvement of the global particle/energy confine
ment together with the simultaneous decrease of edge elec
trostatic turbulence has been recently observed for Pof^nu 
on the ASDEX tokamak as well (to be published/. 

3.2 Measurement of Magnetic Fluctuations and Turbulence 
The effect of LHCD on MHD activity has been observed on 

a number of tokamaks. On ASDEX /47/, sawtooth oscillations 
was suppressed by LHCD simultaneously with observed broade
ning of current density profile and disappearance of q=l 
surface. On PLT /48/ m=l mode was suppressed despite of 
q(0)^l. On Petula /49/, the growth of m = 2 mode was stopped 
and maintained at low saturated level. This was also expla-
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ined by a broadening of current profile, especially by 

decreasing of its gradient at q = 2 surface. The suppression 

of magnetic turbulence by LHCO was reported also for the 

DITE tokamak /50/. In all above experiments, LHCD caused 

suppression of coherent MHD activity what is in agreement 

with theory as a result of change in current density profile 

/51/. 

The similar effect of LHCD on magnetic turbulence was 

observed on the CASTOR tokamak as well /37/. For the expe

riments 3-waveguide multijunction grill with broad power 

spectrum (N =1-4) and rather low directivity (70%) was used. 

The MHO activity on this tokamak is monitored by set of 16 

Mirnov coils uniformly distributed inside the liner, at the 

radius b=96mm, see Fig. 11. The signals from the coils are 

digitalized by A/D converters in the frequency band 0.1-300 

kHz. An illustrative picture of poloidal magnetic field 

fluctuation is given in Fig. 21. It may be seen from the 

figure 21 that a structure rotating in the electron dia-

magnetic drift direction 

with poloidal angular velo

city 1.6x10 r/s is well 

expressed. 

Fig. 21. A pattern of poloi

dal magnetic field 

fluctuations. 
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The typical effect of LHCD on magnetic turbulence is 
shown in Fig. 22. The relative drop of U, indicates that at 

• •::]I>M;IK3> EI.О 731 

«(•}•«.« B,.0.«-ló'*m3 

I 
•S 

10 

s 

с 

s 
r 4 <i 

4_^ 

34 25 
i И и 

Fig. 22. Effect of LHCD on MHD 
activity detected 
by probe 14. 

t=26ms half of the plasma current Ip is driven by waves. At 
the same time the level of MHD activity is suppressed by a 
factor of 2-3. Fig. 23 shows the dependence of fluctuation 

Fig. 23. Dependence of level 
of magnetic fluctua
tions on poloidal an
gle. The results are 
taken from shot in 
Fig. 22 by averaging 
fluctuation level 
from 25 to 26ms for 
probes 2,4,6,8,10,14 
and 16 (angles 0 and 
90° corresponds to 

probes 1 and 5 respectively). 

•IS S 

90* 1Í0* 

Poleídíl *n;lr 
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level on poloidal angle. Despite of some modulation, the 
relative decrease is poloidally independent. This fact ex
clude the possibility that the change in fluctuation is 
caused only by a movement of particular magnetic surface 
relate to the probe as a result of increase of plasma ener
gy during LHCD. The fast Fourier transform spectra of probes 
signal are shown in Fig. 24. It is seen that the effect of 

•s 

Í I 
ř 

SMi: « J M I 2S I* 26 rat 

21-

0H/lH(D 
OH 

Pi 

iA СЙЙ-
»o зов 

Fr»<»nqr [iHi] 

300. 

Fig. 24. Fast Fourier 
transform of the 
probe signals. 

suppression takes place in a broad frequency range. There
fore, in our case, LHCD has influence on the turbulent 
state of plasma. It was shown in /37/ that at some instants 
modes m=2 and 3 can be recognized. However, fluctuating part 
of magnetic signal has low coherence for both OH and OH/ 
/LHCD cases, see Fig. 25, and the modes live much more shor
ter than their revolution period and so MHD mode structure 

^ !ЙЬ224 Fig. 25. Fluctuating part po
loidal magnetic field 
calculated from probe 

ť ' signals in Fig. 22. 
The RMS values repre-

-4 sent 6x10 resp. 
2.5xl0~4 of the total 
poloidal magnetic 
f i e l d . 

504 i ' f 

г 
«*!.».» Hf 

Í Í , -
OH/IKCD 

3. о !\лдv„ v/./v-'~v' v ^ " " " \ . „ . 
-"Í 
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"V-
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exhibits a complicated behaviour. 

The results concerning the MHO fluctuations can be 

shortly summarized as follows: 

(1) a structure of MHO modes m = 2 (and maybe m=3) with prac

tically sinusoidal character in poloidal direction, rota

ting in the diamagnetic drift direction, is recognized in 

OH regime; 

(2) this structure losts fully this feature in the combined 

OH/LHCD regimes; 

(3) in the case of RF driving of about 50% of the total 

current the level of magnetic turbulence is suppressed by 

a factor 2-3; 

(4) this suppression is effective in a broad band frequency 

region. 

4. CONCLUSION 

It is generally recognized that the processes in the 

plasma periphery play an important role in the global ener

gy balance in tokamaks. An attempt to illustrate a comple

xity of these processes using some result? of experimental 

studies on the small Prague tokamak CASTOR, was made in 

this paper. A special attention was paid to the study of 

peripheral electrostatical and poloidal magnetic field 

fluctuations and their modification by lower hybrid wave 

using a several types of multifunction grills as launching 

antennae. The main effect observed at the accessible RF 

power PRc^ Pnu was the substantial suppression of these 

fluctuations in the tokamak regimes with combined OH/LHCD 

operation. Moreover, an experimentally observed occurence 

of radial electric field in the peripheral region and its 

possible role in energy balance was mentioned. 
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